
Real World Data Solutions 
Employ powerful Real World Data to select advantageous sites with 
dense patient pools matched to your protocol’s I/E criteria

Evaluate geographical 
limitations between 

patients and sites that 
may impede recruitment 
and retainment efforts

80% of clinical trials experience delays due to recruitment challenges because, most often, sites are 
selected based on existing relationships and not on validated patient accessibility.

But breaking away from the traditional methods of identifying and engaging sites can be difficult and 
time consuming.

Citeline RWD Solutions simplifies this realignment in your planning activities 
with a verified data-driven approach that pairs relevant patient volumes 
with rich clinical trial experience data from Citeline, allowing you to:

Validate sites to 
ensure they have 
direct access to 

protocol-matched 
patients

Proactively develop 
a contingency site 

list to employ, 
should recruitment 

decelerate



This realignment of resources can put you on a path to better outcomes.

Whether you’re planning for an upcoming study or working to get your study 
back on track, Citeline is here to support you. 

FEASIBILITY & SITE SELECTION

Identify sites with dense pools of clinically 
and demographically relevant patients 
matched to the protocol’s I/E criteria

Layer on clinical trial experience data for 
site prioritization

TRIAL RESCUE

Analyze existing sites to identify high 
volume opportunities for re-prioritization

Identify non-sponsor sites to unmask 
additional reservoirs of relevant patients

Finding yourself in a position where your activated 
sites aren’t recruiting well?
Our Real World Data solutions can also leverage similar tactics to:
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For more information please contact us

Click here to learn how you can leverage Citeline RWD Solutions 
to enhance feasibility assessments, select optimal trial sites from 
the start and, when necessary, support trial rescue efforts.

Refocus your efforts 
on sites that can 

realistically recruit 
patients 

Support trial rescue 
scenarios

https://pages.pharmaintelligence.informa.com/Real-World-Data-Phase2?utm_source=Email2&utm_medium=Flyer&utm_campaign=RWD_PhaseII_Campaign



